We present a Grand Unified model based on SO(10) with a ∆(27) family symmetry. Fermion masses and mixings are fitted and agree well with experimental values. An extended seesaw mechanism plays a key role in the generation of the leptonic mixing, which is approximately tri-bi-maximal.
The singlets s ands enlarge the neutrino sector leading to extended seesaw. Ψ contains the SM fermions and the RH neutrinos. The η fields Ψ η andΨ η serve as FN-like messenger fields and behave as a fourth heavy family that mixes with the third family of the SM fermions.
The Higgs sector breaks SO(10) down to the SM gauge group. The Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) of a Higgs field is generically denoted as v F A , the label F denoting the field and the label A denoting the SO(10) breaking direction with respect to SU (5). For example, v Σ 75 . In this notation it is useful to keep in mind the SU (5) representations within the SO (10) representations that contain them (Σ is a 210 of SO (10) , containing a 75 with respect to SU (5)).
The familons are SO(10) singlets and break the FS when they acquire a non-vanishing VEV, and are generically denoted as φ A ( φ A for the corresponding VEV). The label in φ 0 denotes the field is an SU (3) F singlet (note it is however charged under U (1) F ). The labels A = 3, 23, 123 serve to identify the direction of the respective VEVs (the numbers identify which entries do not vanish), and the label in φ O denotes "Orthogonal" (its VEV is orthogonal to both the 23 and 123 VEVs). Specifically, the VEVs direction are given by 
While the Lagrangian must be invariant under ∆ (27) , in practice the terms allowed by the discrete FS (and not by SU (3) F ) require distinct messengers, and are either absent or present only at higher order such that they are strongly suppressed (the ∆ (27) invariants in the real potential are also very small, but as the only terms that distinguish the VEV directions they can not be neglected in the alignment discussion). The Lagrangian invariant under the symmetry content in Table I is given by
The U (1) F assignments ensure that any undesirable terms are absent or sufficiently suppressed. Parentheses denote the To obtain viable leptonic mixing, we aim to generalize the method described in detail in [24] to extended seesaw mechanisms. Before proceeding with this generalization, we use component notation explicitly in order to illustrate how one can achieve TBM neutrino mixing through Type I seesaw. In Type I seesaw the effective neutrino mass matrix is given in component notation by
m D is the neutrino Dirac matrix and M R is the heavy RH Majorana neutrino mass matrix.
In FS models the mass matrices are typically given by some combination of the familon VEVs. Specifically in the type of model considered here the Dirac mass can be written as
We have omitted any proportionality constants that have no family index structure. The components of m D are clearly given by the familon VEVs family structure. Inserting m il D into eq.(3) we have:
Note that the quantity a = φ
T is just a constant with no index structure, and therefore:
Unless a = 0, φ A is an eigenstate of m ν and the details of φ C and M R only serve to determine the corresponding eigenvalue. Generalizing, with:
we have the corresponding effective neutrino matrix: The natural expectation in GUT FS models is that M R is structured similarly to m D (in terms of being analogously formed by familon VEVs), and then one can identify which combinations of familons in M R leads to c = d = 0.
After establishing how the method works for Type I seesaw, it is straightforward to apply it to extended seesaw: if the extended seesaw gives as a result eq.(8) with generalised a, b and c = d = 0 numbers we can still easily identify the eigenvectors. The difference is that instead of the Type I relation (e.g.
T ) these numbers will be in general more complicated products of the respective intervening familon VEVs and the relevant neutrino matrices of extended seesaw. Although the following details may be somewhat complicated due to the intricacies of the GUT and of the extended seesaw, the basic idea is rather simple -we want to obtain TBM mixing in the neutrino sector directly from two orthogonal VEVs, φ 123 and φ 23 . In the particular realization we consider, the tri-maximal eigenstate is obtained through a linear seesaw that starts from the term (φ 123 Ψ)(φ 123 s) (this eigenstate has to arise through extended seesaw as the starting term involves the singlet s). In contrast, the bi-maximal eigenstate is obtained through both Type I and Type II seesaw resulting from (φ 23 Ψ)(φ 23 Ψ). In this particular realization we also produce the orthogonal eigenstate explicitly from (φ O Ψ)(φ O Ψ) (similarly to the bi-maximal state).
In order to consider in detail how the seesaw proceeds, we write the full neutrino mass matrix M ν . We do not need to consider Ψ η mixing in the neutrino sector (the η mixing is considered in detail in section II B) due to the VEVs of the Higgs sector -particularly, Σ develops only along the 75 of SU (5). We start in the (ν, ν c , s,s) basis (each of these fields is a triplet under the FS). It is convenient to write the 12 × 12 M ν as a 4 × 4 block matrix (each block is 3 × 3)
with
I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Note that m SS ∝ Diag(0, 0, 1). M ν is symmetric and we use dots in redundant blocks.
The Higgs VEVs follow the notation discussed in the introduction, with the subscript labels corresponding to the VEV that projects the appropriate components of the matter fields in each block (e.g. v We assume that mS S > m RR > m SS , m SR , mS R . We first consider the 9 × 9 sub-block that leaves out the first three (ν) rows and columns and go into the basis in whichs and s form a Dirac spinor. Continuing to use the 3 × 3 blocks defined above
becomes approximately
Note that the combination inside square brackets, while seemingly complicated, is simply proportional to m SS . Consistently re-introducing the ν part of M ν , we have in the new basis
from where we can read off the 3 × 3 light Majorana neutrino mass matrix structure m ν :
The third term is the linear seesaw contribution arising by the extra singlets and produces the candidate tri-maximal eigenstate rather trivially, as its structure is
as the other matrices involved in the term are proportional to I. The first term in eq. (15) is the type II seesaw contribution, of the form
The Dirac mass matrix that enters in the second term of eq. (15) presents the general structure given in eq.(6) since from eq. (10) we have (similarly to eq.(7)
The orthogonality between φ 23 and φ O ensures that the coefficients equivalent to the c, d of eq. (8) vanish and therefore the contribution to m ν arising by the second term presents the same structure as m LL a φ 23
The resulting effect is that we obtain a candidate bi-maximal eigenstate, and also explicitly a candidate third eigenstate in TBM mixing (orthogonal to both the tri-maximal and bi-maximal eigenstates). The last term in eq. (15) is proportional to Diag(0, 0, 1), incompatible with TBM mixing. Fortunately it is rather suppressed through what might be thought of as a generalisation of Sequential Dominance [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] -the resulting magnitude is approximately 10 −2 ∆m 2 sol , therefore we can neglect it to good approximation. The φ O candidate orthogonal eigenstate is also suppressed due to φ 0 . The φ 123 and φ 23 states are naturally heavier in this scheme so a Normal Hierarchy is predicted for the effective neutrinos.
To summarize, we concluded that the effective neutrino mass matrix is given by
where for clarity we absorbed the magnitude of the VEVs such that φ 23 , φ 123 , φ O have integer entries (appropriately defining α, β, γ). This form satisfies (m ν ) 11 = (m ν ) 22 + (m ν ) 23 − (m ν ) 13 and it is diagonalized by TBM mixing, becoming m diag ν = Diag(6γ, 3β, 2α) with eigenvalues 6γ ≪ 3β < 2α.
In order to fit the neutrino mass splitting data we need v 
B. Charged fermion masses
We will now describe how the charged fermion mass hierarchies are obtained and how the quark mixing is generated. The SM fermions belong to the 16s of SO (10). We denote the 10 of SU (5) inside Ψ andΨ η , as f i andf η respectively (this notation separates e.g. the lepton doublets L i ). When φ 3 and Σ develop their VEVs ( Σ = v Σ 75 ), the term (φ 3 Ψ) ΣΨ η in the Lagrangian (eq. (2)) becomes
defining v 3 = φ , and also not involving L i which keeps the η-mixing from strongly affecting the leptonic mixing angles. We define the heavy and light combinations
We mentioned already that some sectors have no η-mixing, with c L = c d c = 0. Furthermore the mixing only involves
With the η-mixing establishing the light-states, we considering for now just the terms
the Lagrangian (eq. (2)). The desired vacuum configuration for the Higgs multiplets ϕ, ϕ
(i.e. ϕ ′ has no 5 VEV, just5). Going to the basis defined by eq. (22) it is easy to see that the term Ψ η ϕ Ψ η gives rise only to the following light-state mass term
that we identify with the top quark. The Clebsch-Gordan α f are such that c Q = −c u c [29] . On the other hand the term 1 Λ (φ 3 Ψ)ϕ ′ Ψ η gives rise to two light-state mass terms
which we identify as the bottom and the tau respectively. Bottom and tau unification and the hierarchy between m t and m b is realized with
which requires that
having made explicit the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients α f . It is convenient to define r ≡ Mη v3v Σ
75
. Note that a term of the kind (φ A Ψ)ϕ ′ Ψ η would not change the top quark mass term even if ϕ ′ had a 5 VEV -the contribution would vanish as it is proportional to (c Q + c u c ) = 0. The remaining Yukawa terms contained in eq. (2) 1
contribute mass terms to the lighter generations. Both terms with φ O are similar in structure and can be considered together (x f in the following matrix -the distinct Higgs leads to family specific factors that are different for each family as we see in eq. (31)). With the familon vacuum configuration 
x f encodes the φ O contributions, y f the φ 23 contributions, and z f the leading order contribution to the third generation that was already discussed in detail. The desired Higgs VEV configuration is vφ 5 , vφ 5 forφ, while ρ develops v 
noting that r ≡
Mη v3v Σ 75
appears along with the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan factors through s f c , s F (eq. (27)), due to η-mixing. We have absorbed the complex Yukawa parameters in the Higgs scalar VEVs. We have also defined the family specific
to condense the two distinct (but similar) φ O contributions encoded in x f .
The three charged fermion mass matrices of eq. (30) are diagonalized by
where
give us the CKM mixing matrix in the quark sector defined as
L produces corrections to TBM mixing in the lepton sector. In order to recover the typical FN textures for the charged fermion we need ǫvφ 5,5 < αv
2 to get approximated expressions for the charged fermion masses
Eq. (33) The LH mixing matrices are approximately given by
Note that U 
In order to fit the light family masses and the Cabibbo angle it is necessary that the latter arises from 
where θ (36) we can estimate the amount of shifting of the lepton mixing from exact TBM mixing. At order O(λ 2 ) we get
that gives sin θ
The comparison between the analytical expressions we get with the neutrino fit data [30] shows that we are inside the 2 − σ range for all the three angles. Finally, the degeneracy between the down quark and the electron mass is solved by having ǫ l = ǫ d and therefore m e can be correctly fitted.
III. VACUUM ALIGNMENT
In the previous sections we assumed that SO(10) is broken directly to SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) through the vev of the 75 of SU (5) contained in Σ and the VEVs of the SM singlets contained in ξ and ρ. In addition we assumed that Σ >> ξ , ρ to recover the correct neutrino mass matrix and the absolute neutrino mass scale. The construction of the superpotential that reaches the correct breaking pattern goes beyond the purpose of this work. However it can be obtained using established strategies already applied in the literature [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] . Since we break SO (10) directly to the SM the GUT scale of the model coincides with the SU (5) one, that is M GUT ∼ 2 × 10 16 GeV. However the presence of the 210 with respect to the minimal SO(10) GUT model [34] and the requirement of preserving the gauge coupling pertubativity forces the model cut-off scale Λ to be approximately 10 17 , few orders below the usual one. In principle familons and Higgs scalars could have different cut-off scales, Λ G and Λ F respectively, but we assume that they coincide (Λ G = Λ F = Λ).
A. Familon alignment
The pattern of VEVs displayed in eq.(1) plays a crucial role in our model, and we now discuss how to obtain it. A relatively simple way to obtain the desired relies on the use of a discrete non-Abelian subgroup of SU (3) F (alternatively, in SU (3) F it is possible to obtain the pattern by adding several alignment fields, as in [8] ). The alignment mechanism we use is based on ∆(27), belonging to the ∆(3n 2 ) family of groups [37] , and the method proposed here is rather similar to the one originally presented in [9] . Higher-order invariant terms can arise in the scalar potential through SUSY breaking soft terms and break the degeneracy of VEVs that would exist in the continuous group -these invariants are allowed by the discrete FS (but not by SU (3) F ). These terms are very small but are the only terms that distinguish VEV directions and so must be considered in the alignment discussion. On the other hand, the Yukawa superpotential is approximately invariant under SU (3) F : the higher-order terms can be neglected compared to the terms allowed by the continuous FS, such that the Lagrangian is given by eq.(2) to good approximation.
As discussed in section II, some of the familons acquire VEVs with larger magnitudes (namely φ 123 , but also φ 3 ). The leading D−terms for these familons leads to a potential
where m is the gravitino mass. These are soft terms that arise only if SUSY is broken (which is why m 2 appears on every term). The coefficient α A is radiatively driven negative near the scale Λ, triggering a VEV for φ A . The second term is generated at one-loop order if the superpotential contains a term of the form Y Ξ i φ i A χ i where Y is a FS singlet, with χ i (charged under the FS) and Ξ being massive chiral superfields (that go in the loop). The two first terms in eq.(39) are invariant under the continuous group SU (3) F and, with α A negative, generate φ A with a constant non-zero magnitude x of the order of Λ. The third term breaks SU (3) F but is consistent with ∆(27). It will be generated if the underlying theory contains a superpotential term of the form Z i φ This provides a mechanism to generate the vacuum alignment of φ 3 and φ 123 as each will have a potential of the form in eq.(39), provided they acquire large VEVs. The structure of eq.(1) results if γ 3 is positive and γ 123 is negative (and by definition φ 3 lies in the third direction). In order for the correct alignment to be reached, the terms featuring just the respective familon need to dominate over similar quartic terms mixing separate familons which may be present (e.g.
). For this reason the magnitudes of φ 123 and φ 3 are required by naturalness to be somewhat larger than φ 23 and φ O , which arise at a scale slightly smaller than Λ.
For φ 23 to receive the correct alignment, we need to introduce an additional familon φ 1 which receives a large VEV of order Λ (just like φ 123 and φ 3 ), with positive γ 1 and taking a direction which we define to be the first -φ We introduce also an alignment field X. Due to the symmetry content, the only superpotential term directly relevant to our alignment purposes is X i φ 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied some of the possibilities provided by considering an extended seesaw scenario in a family symmetry grand unified model, presenting a specific case with phenomenologically viable fermion masses and mixings.
Neutrino mixing is tri-bi-maximal from the combination of a specific realization of the extended seesaw mechanism with a specific vacuum alignment configuration (directly related to the structure of the discrete non-Abelian family symmetry used). The charged lepton mixing angles are small and produce slight deviations from tri-bi-maximal mixing.
The charged fermion mass terms produce a structure that can fit the mass hierarchies and the CKM mixing angles (consistently with preserving near tri-bi-maximal leptonic mixing, as described above). The model is fairly complicated, with a large field content. However it demonstrates the potential benefits of considering extended seesaw realizations in this class of unified models with a family symmetry. In the model presented, the Higgs content is relatively less constrained: the phenomenologically required separation of the neutrino sector from the charged fermions -despite their unification in the same multiplet -is relatively easy to achieve by using a slightly enlarged matter content.
